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Chapter 2824

Today, this manor has become the manor of the entire Ye family.

Not only Ye Ximei lived in it, but several of Ye Ximei’s brothers and sisters also moved
in.

Of course, it also includes Mark’s grandma and grandfather.

After all, brothers and sisters are brothers and sisters, even if the relationship with them
is no longer stiff, but the blood is thicker than the water, it is so easy to give up.

Therefore, after the New Year, Mark’s uncles and aunts took the initiative to apologize to
Ye Ximei, coupled with Mark’s grandfather’s mediation, Mark’s mother Ye Ximei also
forgave them.

Mark didn’t say anything about his mother’s decision.

He knew that his mother was a person who valued family affection, and he was always
away, and his mother always needed help.

Although some of my uncles are a bit of a marketer, they are after all my mother’s
brothers and sisters. They are always more reliable than outsiders.

Therefore, Mark acquiesced in all this. Let my mother bring them in and out of the manor
at the same time, and let my mother be in the company, entrusting these relatives such
as uncle with heavy responsibility.

“It seems that during this time, my mother and the others managed the company well.”

Seeing the endless stream of luxury car and wealthy businessmen outside Yejia Manor,
Mark slowly smiled.

Whether this business is booming or not, in fact, it is enough to see if there are many or
not many guests here.

“stop!”

“who are you?”



“What are you doing here?”

Mark was about to enter while looking at it.

Unexpectedly, it was stopped by the guard before it reached the door.

Mark suddenly smiled bitterly.

This is a special lady, it’s really nonsense.

I haven’t been here for more than a year, so it’s so difficult to get home.

Facing the guard’s obstruction, Mark was not angry.

After all, he rarely has Fenghai, and it is normal for people underneath not to know him.

Moreover, what they do is their own job, and dedication is a good thing.

Therefore, Mark also honestly said: “I came to see my mother.”

“Look at your mother?” The guard stared at once, and then looked up and down at the
plainly dressed and even a little shabby boy before him, and then disgusted, “playing
with me?”

“Look for mom to find here?”

“It’s not your mother!”

“Look for it elsewhere.”

“Go straight ahead for 500 meters and turn left. There is a vegetable market there.”

“There may be your mother in there.”

The guard waved his hands and drove Mark out.

Looking at Mark’s gaze, it looked like a funny comparison.

A poor boy who still wants sugar daddy? Recognize godmother?

Daydreaming!

“You~”

Mark was also dumbfounded by this person’s words.



Forget it, Mark didn’t share his general knowledge, and instead asked: “Then I’ll find Mr.
Ye. Shouldn’t he be here?”

“Oh~ demo, I know you are looking for Mr. Ye. I guess it’s another poor relative in Mr.
Ye’s hometown. Taking advantage of the group’s recruitment now, I want to get involved
and walk through the back door, right?”

“Let me tell you, you are the eighth one these days.” The guard rolled his eyes and
looked at Mark with a slight disdain.

Although he despised this kind of people who just wanted to leave the relationship and
open the back door, after all, they were the neighbors of Ye’s old neighborhood, so he
didn’t dare to offend too much outside the door.

He just waved his hand and said coldly: “Mr. Ye is not there. If you are looking for him,
go directly to the company.”

Chapter 2825

“Are you in the company?”

Mark whispered.

After that, Mark didn’t entangle the guard here either, and turned around and walked
towards the company.

Think about it, this time, it is the time for work.

With her mother’s temper, she must have gone to the company early to deal with work
matters.

“Fine, I’ll go to the company to find her.”

In this way, even though Mark passed by the house, he did not enter.

After all, although the Ye family is big, what really worries Mark is only his own mother.

Therefore, compared with other people, Mark is more urgent, still wanting to see his
mother.

Soon, Mark came to the downstairs of the Maple Branch of Mufan Group.

Today’s Mufan Group is extremely lively.

As soon as Mark got downstairs at the company, he found that many people were
waiting outside.



These people are not very old, just like they just graduated from college.

All the men are dressed in suits, their shoes are polished brightly, and their hair is very
well-dressed. If you don’t know, they think they want a blind date.

As for women, most of them wore professional ol suits, white shirts with hip skirts, and a
tie on the chest, giving people a sophisticated and sophisticated feeling.

It is precisely because of the exquisite dressing and makeup of everyone that Mark
quickly became the focus of the audience as soon as he appeared.

“Haha~”

“Is this buddy sleeping stupid?”

“Apply if you dress like this?”

“Not even wearing a suit.”

“I don’t know, I’m afraid you thought you came to apply for a courier?”

Many people looked at Mark with sarcasm and ridicule in their eyebrows.

After all, Mark wears so casually and plainly on such formal occasions, it will naturally
cause people to talk about it.

However, when everyone laughed at Mark, a young girl suddenly walked in Mark’s
direction.

“Are you also applying for the job at Mufan Group?”

This woman has a nice face, and when she smiles at Mark, two dimples will appear on
her cheeks. The intoxicating smile makes people feel cordial and warm.

“That, actually I…”

Mark smiled and wanted to say that he didn’t come to apply for the job, and he didn’t
need to apply, because this group was originally his, he just came to visit his mother.

However, Mark didn’t say anything after all.

It’s just meeting each other, why bother to say so clearly.

If you say too much, no one believes it.

However, Mark’s way of hesitating and stopping clearly caused the girl’s
misunderstanding.



She smiled and comforted: “It’s okay, you don’t need to care about the eyes of those
people, and don’t feel embarrassed or embarrassed.”

“Isn’t it just not wearing formal clothes? It’s not a big deal.”

“Well, when my friend finishes the interview, I will borrow his clothes and change them
for you.”

“When applying for the first time, there will always be some inadequate preparations.”

“Everyone came here like this.”

“I have a classmate who wore the pants upside down during the first interview.”

“At that time, after we learned, everyone in the dormitory was laughing crazy.”

“Hey~”

“Just chatting, I haven’t said my name yet.”

“My name is Lin Yuhan, a fresh graduate of Noirfork University.”

“How about you?”

Lin Yuhan obviously has that kind of carefree personality, even if he has never known
Mark, but at this time, he has nothing to do with the sky.

Of course, what Mark appreciates is not her cheerfulness, but her kindness and
enthusiasm.

During the brief conversation, Mark could clearly feel that the beauty and kindness
conveyed from the girl in front of him was in sharp contrast with the ridicule and ridicule
of others.
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